Dear Artist,

Thank you so much for submitting your images to Hampden Gallery’s Call for Entries. Your time, effort, and expense to take part in this process is appreciated by all involved. The quality of this year's applicants was extremely high and the selection process was a very careful and considered one. The jurors collectively viewed over 2400 image submissions over a period of four weeks.

New York submissions were reviewed by Klaus Postler, and New England submissions were reviewed by David Gibson. Short lists were made, reviewed subsequent times, then the short lists were further revised. When each juror had compiled their final considerations, they then each chose 7 artists from their respective regions for a total of 14 artists that form the New England/New York/New Talent 2008 exhibition.

Although your work was not selected for this exhibition, on behalf of the jurors, I encourage you to continue to send your work out and wish you all the best in finding opportunities to get your work shown.

The selected artists are listed below.

Sincerely,

Anne LaPrade Seuthe
Director
Hampden Gallery
University of Massachusetts Amherst

NEW ENGLAND selections by JUROR: DAVID GIBSON, NEW YORK
MATT BOLLINGER -Provincetown, MA
LIZ CHALFIN -Florence, MA
MEGHAN GORDON -Provincetown, MA
DEB KARPMAN -Longmeadow, MA
ELIZABETH KELLOGG -Beverly, MA
RUTH WALDMAN -Kent, CT
ANGELA ZAMARELLI -Northampton, MA

NEW YORK selections by JUROR: KLAUS POSTLER, NEW ENGLAND
CORTNEY ANDREWS -Brooklyn, NY
WILLSON CUMMER -Fayetteville, NY
LISA ELMALEH, - Brooklyn, NY
ASIA INGALLS -New York, NY
SARA KLAR -Brooklyn, NY
JAMIE M. LEE -New York, NY
DOT SZEMIOT - Brooklyn, NY